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It is now more than twenty years since when Izet Masic, at that time already well known in EFMI/IMIA circles, entered the world of Medical Informatics (MI) publishing by starting in 1993 his journal "Acta Informatica Medica" (Acta Inform Med), in which he continuously serves up to now as its editor-in-chief. After AIM has been accepted 2011 for archiving in PubMed Central, now its articles are cited in prestigious online databases, including PubMed, Scopus and EMBASE, crediting the continuous and successful efforts of its Editorin Chief to raise the journal´s quality. Last year, at the MIE 2014 Istanbul, Izet Masic presented a new evidence of his inexhaustible editing energy, by gathering a respectable group of to-day´s renowned medical informaticians as authors, including himself, to edit with the help of George Mihalas as coeditor the nowadays well-accepted book under the title "Contributions to the History of Medical Informatics". Knowing that any new scientific field (and MI is one of such fields) starts to develop by the work of its pioneers, Masic devoted a remarkable part of this book to the biographies of such persons, presented in the chapter authored by him under the title "The Most Influential Scientists in Development of Medical Informatics", collecting 38 biographies in total. It is important to emphasise, that in the conclusion of his text Masic, aware that new scientific forces unremittingly continue to expand the initial achievements of the pioneers, Izet Masic wrote: "Let this text, which in the nature of such compendia is necessarily incomplete, be the beginning of a future Biographical Lexicon of Medical Informatics, for which international collaboration is welcomed." And now -the result of his hard work appears in the public. In an amazingly short time we have the first edition of Masic´s "Biographical Lexicon of Medical Informatics" -a huge work containing now 430 biographies of MI scientists from the whole world. It is worth mentioning, that the acceptance of Masic´s endeavour in the MI community is very positive, thus showing that his ideas are an important contribution to the development of MI as a rather young field in the history of biomedical sciences. Consequently, as one of the reviewers of this publication I am glad to recommend it to the reader. I am also suggesting anyone who would like to add some improvements and additions to the text, as well as to recommend inclusion of some missing biographies, to do so as the author Izet Masic announced new editions to appear before future MIE and MEDINFO conferences.
Zagreb, Croatia, May 2015
Prof Gjuro Dezelic, PhD
Lexicon (Greek) represents lexicographical book or dictionary of subjects that provides an overview of the total, general knowledge (general lexicon) or review of the knowledge from a certain profession (professional lexicon). Sometimes the word has the same meaning as encyclopedic dictionary, and sometimes for the dictionary. It processes units (keywords) from the standpoint outside of the language vocational, technical, cultural, historical and similar content. The name derives from one such book, Lexicon totius latinitatis by Egidio Forcellinia from 1711. Keywords in the lexicon are listed in the alphabetical or methodical order and briefly processed in a number of short articles that present and interpret concepts, famous people and geographical names, historical events, scientific and professional terms, foreign words or collection of words from a certain language..ype of lexicographical manual that attempts to draw from vast amount of available knowledge list the knowledge that best suits the needs of modern man and as wide as possible range of users. General lexicon deals with nouns (names of people, geographic names and other names), terms and concepts from many professions and a certain number of foreign words, which particular source language take from foreign languages, as well as many historical events, political, religious, ideological, social and artistic directions. General lexicon was developed from the outdated notion conversational lexicon, which was originally brought the knowledge from all areas necessary for the successful conduct of the talks. Conversational lexicon was developed in the nineteenth century in Germany to meet the needs of the urban population for knowledge. 
